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E M P LOY M E N T

Independent Designer for marketing and exhibits  |  March, 2016 to present

I help my clients foster meaningful connections through design. They value me as a creative partner 

who drives projects forward and raises their creative profile in a measured and thoughtful way. 

Clients include The Bakken Museum, Macleod & Co. (marketing firm), The Minnesota Museum of 

American Art, Anchor Bank, Minnesota Private Colleges Council, RSP Dreambox and others. 

• Exhibit design • Advertising, graphic design and writing • Conceptual and strategic development

Periscope — Experiential Designer  |  February, 2013 to February, 2016

In a discipline spanning design, strategy, media and events, I was responsible for defining and 

maintaining the creative spark that carried our clients’ messaging across a wide variety of media 

and tactics. My contributions in this fast-paced, ideas-to-execution role included:

•  Developing and presenting concepts, themes, messaging and tactics for live events, social media 

engagement campaigns, surprise & delight activations and even a fireworks display

•  Designing and providing creative direction for tactical elements such as custom participation 

stations, content displays, video and social media, wayfinding and promotional collateral

Minnesota Historical Society — Designer  |  December, 2005 to February, 2013

Working with the in-house marketing team, I was responsible for design and print production for 

dozens of clients within a large network of museums and historic sites. I strove to provide creative 

leadership in the development of graphic identities and marketing campaigns promoting exhibits, 

public programming, events and special communications.

Carmichael Lynch — Production artist and designer  |  March, 2000 to January, 2004

Working under the direction of renowned art directors and designers, I contributed to high-profile 

campaigns for clients such as Harley-Davidson, American Standard, Northwest Airlines and Ikea. 

Assignments ranged from advertising to catalogs to collateral and new business pitches.

S K I L L S  &  A B I L I T I E S

• Proficient in the Adobe Creative Suite (InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator, Acrobat)

• Working knowledge of video editing (Adobe Premiere) and design for the web (basic code)

• Skilled writer and editor of advertising copy, presentation materials and video storyboards

E D U C AT I O N

Minneapolis College of Art + Design, Minneapolis, MN: Post-Baccalaureate degree in Graphic 

Design; completed December, 2004

Lawrence University, Appleton, WI: B.A. in Art History, liberal arts education; graduated June, 1994
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FA I R  Q U E S T I O N S …

Designers are a dime-a-dozen these days — why should we work with you?

As a designer, I seek to understand before I start pushing pixels. I question assumptions and look 

for insights. For me, design starts with writing, not browsing Pinterest. My clients and colleagues 

value the breadth of my professional experience and think of me as a creative partner and catalyst 

for problem solving. They call on me to synthesize business objectives with messaging, strategy and 

creative direction — all under the umbrella of “designer.”

What’s your style?

Having spent a lifetime failing to be trendy, I bring a broader human perspective and greater 

flexibility than many designers. I take a messaging-first approach to design. I like to set up strategic 

goal posts before driving the design towards one style or another. Trends are important — but only 

as important as your audience thinks they are.

What is your work style?

I thrive in a small group, working closely, collaboratively and toward a common goal. I like 

communication that’s open, frank and constructive. I want my team, my clients and myself to feel 

comfortable asking questions, offering new ideas and receiving criticism. I think it’s important for 

people to feel seen and heard, and at the same time, I like to keep the focus on the work. 

What motivates your design work?

I believe we can build relationships by tapping into shared and authentic experiences. I’ve worked 

on big-budget campaigns for clients who had nothing to say, and the results were predictably meh. 

And I’ve designed deeply engaging guest experiences out of plywood and colored string. Successful 

design sparks the imagination and inspires others to believe what you believe.


